This paper argues that immunological memory is in the same class of associative memories as Kanerva's Sparse Distributed Memory, Albus's Cerebellar Model Arithmetic Computer, and Marr's Theory of the Cerebellar Cortex. This class of memories derives its associative and robust nature from a sparse sampling of a huge input space by recognition units (B and T cells in the immune system) and a distribution of the memory among many independent units (B and T cells in the memory population in the immune system).
Introduction
Cowpox vaccination, used to protect humans from smallpox, was the first known deliberate use of associative recall in the immune response (Jenner, 1798) . The modern investigation of associative recall began with the observation that antibodies induced during an influenza infection often have greater affinity to prior strains of influenza than to the infecting strain-suggesting that the antibodies were generated by memory cells to prior infections (Francis, 1953; Davenport et al:, 1953) . Gilden (1963) and Fazekas de St. Groth & Webster (1966) continued the investigation by injecting laboratory animals with one antigen and then recalling the memory of that antigen by subsequent injection of a second, related, antigen. Some researchers considered associative recall "a degeneracy in the secondary immune response" (Eisen et al:, 1969) . However, as research continued, and associative recall was observed in many animal models with many types of antigen, it became clear that it was a general phenomenon of immunological memory (Ivanyi, 1972; Deutsch & Bussard, 1972; Fish et al:, 1989; Nara & Goudsmit, 1990; Smith, 1994) . Immunologists refer to associative recall as a cross-reactive secondary response, or as original antigenic sin (Fazekas de St. Groth & Webster, 1966) .
The purpose of this paper is to show that immunological memory is an associative and robust memory that belongs to the class of sparse distributed memories. This class of memories derives its associative and robust nature by sparsely sampling the input space and distributing the data among many independent agents (Kanerva, 1992) . Other members of this class include a model of the cerebellar cortex (Marr, 1969) , the Cerebellar Model Arithmetic Computer (CMAC) (Albus, 1981) , and Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM) (Kanerva, 1988) . First, we present a simplified account of the immune response and immunological memory. Next, we present SDM, and then we show the correlations between immunological memory and SDM. Finally, we show how associative recall in the immune response can be both beneficial and detrimental to the fitness of an individual.
Immunological Memory
The immune system must recognize a large number of cells and molecules (antigens) that it has never seen before, and it must decide how to respond to them. Some antigens, such as those that make up the individual's body, must not be attacked 1 . Other antigens, such as viruses, bacteria, parasites and toxins are responded to by mixtures of the T cell response and the different types of antibody responses. The immune system remembers antigens it has seen before and when it sees them again is often capable of eliminating them before disease occurs. This memory is the basis for vaccination, and the reason why we do not get most diseases more than once. The immune response and immunological memory are complex and not fully understood. This exposition is necessarily simplified and restricted.
Recognition. The human immune system uses a large number of highly specific B and T cells to recognize antigen. An individual has the genetic material and a combinatorial based randomizing mechanism to express >10 10 distinct B cell receptors (Berek & Milstein, 1988) . At any time, the immune system expresses a subset of these consisting of the order of 10 7 to 10 8 distinct B cell receptors (Köhler, 1976; Klinman et al:, 1976; Klinman et al:, 1977) . The number of possible distinct antigens is difficult to calculate, but it is thought to be in the range 10 12 to 10 16 (Inman, 1978) . B and T cell receptors are stimulated by antigen if their affinity for the antigen is above some threshold. Typically 10 ?5 to 10 ?4 of an individual's B cells are stimulated by an antigen (Edelman, 1974; Nossal & Ada, 1971; Jerne, 1974a) . B cells that are stimulated by an antigen are said to be in the ball of stimulation of that antigen (Perelson & Oster, 1979) (Figure 1a) .
Response. B and T cells that are stimulated by antigen divide. The B cell receptor sometimes mutates on cell division and this can increase the affinity of its daughter cells for the antigen. Towards the end of a response, when antigen becomes scarce, higher affinity B cells have a fitness advantage over lower affinity B cells and are preferentially selected in a process similar to natural evolution ( Figure 1b) (Burnet, 1959) . During the replication of cells in response to antigen, some B cells change into plasma cells and secrete antibodies which eliminate the antigen. In the case of a viral infection, some T cells change into cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), which can kill virus-infected cells.
At the end of an immune response, when the antigen is cleared, the B cell population decreases, leaving a persistent sub-population of memory cells (Figure 1c ). The mechanism(s) by which memory cells persist is not fully understood. One theory is that memory cells live for a long time (Mackay, 1993) . Another is that memory cells are restimulated at some low level. A number of mechanisms for restimulation have been proposed. proposed the idiotypic network theory in which cells co-stimulate each other in a way that mimics the presence of the antigen. Another theory is that small amounts of the antigen are retained in lymph nodes (Tew & Mandel, 1979; Tew et al:, 1980) . Another is that related environmental antigens provide cross-stimulation (Matzinger, 1994) .
The idiotypic network theory has been proposed as a central aspect of the associative properties of immunological memory (Farmer et al:, 1986; Gibert & Routen, 1994) . However, in this exposition, it is but one of the possible mechanisms that maintains the memory population and is key to neither the associative nor robust properties of immunological memory.
The persistent population of memory cells is the mechanism by which the immune system remem-bers. If the same antigen is seen again, the memory population quickly produces large quantities of antibodies (or CTLs) and often times the antigen is cleared before it causes disease. This is called a secondary immune response. If the secondary antigen is slightly different from the primary antigen, its ball of stimulation may overlap part of the memory population raised by the primary antigen (Figure 1d ). Memory cells in the overlap bind the antigen and produce antibodies and/or CTLs. Immunologists call this a cross-reactive response, people who work with associative memories would call it associative recall. The strength of the secondary immune response is approximately proportional to the number of memory cells in the ball of stimulation of the antigen. If a subset of the memory population is stimulated, by a related antigen, then the response is weaker (East et al:, 1980) . Thus, memory appears to be distributed among the cells in the memory population. Immunological memory is robust because, even when a portion of the memory population is lost, the remaining memory cells persist to produce a response.
Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM)
Kanerva's SDM is a member of the class of sparse and distributed associative memories to which we show immunological memory belongs. SDM, like random access memory (the memory in a computer), is written to by providing an address and data, and read from by providing an address and getting an output. Unlike random access memory, the address space of SDM is enormous, sometimes 1,000 bits, giving 2 1;000 possible addresses. SDM cannot instantiate such a large number of address-data locations so it instantiates a subset, of say 1,000,000 address-data locations. These instantiated address-data locations are called hard locations and are said to sparsely cover the input space (Kanerva, 1988) .
When an address is presented to the memory hard locations that are within some threshold Hamming distance of the address are activated. This subset of activated hard locations is called the access circle of the address (Figure 2a) . On a write, each bit of the input data is stored independently in a counter in each hard location in the access circle. If the ith data bit is a 1, the ith counter in each hard location is incremented by 1, if the ith data bit is a 0 the counter is decremented by 1 ( Figure  2b) . On a read, each bit of the output is composed independently of the other bits. The value of the ith counter of each of the hard locations in the access circle are summed. If the sum is positive the output for the ith bit is a 1, if the sum is negative the output is a 0 (Figure 2c ).
The distribution of the data among many hard locations makes the memory robust to the loss of some hard locations, and it permits associative recall of the data if a read address is slightly different from a prior write address. If the access circle of the read address overlaps the access circle of the write address, then hard locations that were written to by the write address are activated by the read address, and give an associative recall of the write data (Figure 2d ).
Correspondence between Immunological Memory and SDM
The previous two sections showed that both immunological memory and SDM are sparse and distributed, and are thus associative and robust. The correspondence between the two memories is Table 1 and discussed below.
Both SDM and immunological memory use detectors to recognize input. In the case of SDM, hard locations recognize an address, in the case of immunological memory, B and T cells recognize an antigen. In both systems the number of possible distinct inputs is huge and due to resource limitations, the number of detectors is much smaller than the number of possible inputs-both systems sparsely cover the input space. In order to respond to all possible inputs, detectors in both systems do not require an exact match with the input, but are activated if they are within some threshold distance of the input. In the case of SDM this is Hamming distance, in the case of immunological memory it is affinity. Thus, in both systems an input activates a subset of detectors. In SDM, this subset is called the access circle of the input address, in immunological memory, it is called the ball of stimulation of the antigen.
In both systems detectors store information associated with each input. In the case of SDM the information is a bit string and is supplied exogenously. In the case of immunological memory the information is determined by mechanisms within the immune system that determine whether to respond to an antigen and if so with what class of antibody and/or CTL response. Both systems distribute all of the information to each activated detector. In the case of SDM the data is used to adjust counters, in the case of immunological memory a large number of memory cells are created which, in the case of B cells, have undergone genetic reconfigurations that determine the class of antibodies they will produce. Because all the information is stored in each detector, each detector can recall the information independently of the other detectors. The strength of the output, the signal, is an accumulation of the information in each activated detector. Thus, as detectors fail, the output signal degrades gracefully, and the signal strength is proportional to the number of activated detectors. Thus, the distributed nature of storing the information in both systems makes both systems robust to the failure of individual detectors.
In the case of SDM, the data is distributed to hard locations, each of which have different addresses, and in the case of immunological memory, to cells which have different receptors (although many copies of a cell with the same, or similar receptors also exist). If the activated subset of detectors of a related input (a noisy address in the case of SDM, or a mutant strain in the case of immunological memory) overlap the activated detectors of a prior input (Figures 1d and 2d) , detectors from the prior input will contribute to the output. Such associative recall, and the graceful degradation of the signal as inputs differ, is due to the distribution of the data among the activated detectors.
Aspects of Associative Recall in the Immune Response
Prior exposure to one strain of a pathogen often protects against mutant strains. In influenza, for example, older individuals have greater immunity to new strains than younger individuals (Francis, 1953) . In this case associative recall is beneficial to the individual.
Associative recall can also be a disadvantage. If the ball of stimulation of a vaccine (secondary antigen) overlaps the memory to a prior infection (primary antigen), then the vaccine may be cleared by associative recall of the prior infection and fail to make highly specific memory to the vaccine strain. If the ball of stimulation of a subsequent challenge (tertiary antigen) also overlaps prior memory then all is well (Figure 3a) . However, if there is no overlap, disease can ensue and the vaccine will have "failed" (Figure 3b ). A potentially confusing situation for any associative memory is when two similar inputs require different outputs. In the case of immunological memory this would occur when an antigen requires one type of response and a related antigen a different type of response. Such a situation has been hypothesized in the case of some malaria infections, where prior exposure, to a related environmental antigen, is thought to divert the response (Good et al:, 1993) .
Summary
We have shown the correspondence between B and T cells in the immune system and hard locations in a SDM. In particular B and T cells perform a sparse coverage of all possible antigens in the same way that hard locations perform a sparse coverage of all possible addresses in a SDM. Also, data are distributed among many independent B and T cells in immunological memory as they are among many independent hard locations in a SDM. Immunological memory is thus a member of the family of sparse distributed memories, and its associative and robust properties are due precisely to its sparse and distributed nature.
